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Description

Programme (detailed contents):

Time series

1. Introduction and Descriptive Analysis: Time series 
decomposition, Estimation and Elimination of Trend and 
Seasonal Components
2. Random Modeling of Time Series: Stochastic process, 
stationnarity, Autocovariance Function
3. Statistical Inference of Stationary processes of order 
2: Moment Estimation, Best linear predictor, Partial 
autocorrelation, statistical tests
4. ARMA and ARIMA Models: AR process, MA process, 
ARMA et ARIMA processes

The practical labworks will be performed with R software.

Gaussian Processes

Lectures :

* Part one: Introduction to real-valued Gaussian 
processes in discrete time; extension to the continuous 
case; parametric estimation using discrete martingale 
tools.
* Part two: On the importance of the covariance function: 
spectral aspects and link with the regularity of the process.

Exercise classes :

* Session on calculations for the discretized Brownian 
motion, expression for the joint density.
* Session on conditional expectation for Gaussian 
vectors, as an orthogonal projection.
* Session on smoothness of the Gaussian process 
through the smoothness of the covariance function.
* Session on link between Gaussian processes and 
RKHS (Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space)

Lab works :

* Session simulation of Gaussian processes and its use 
in modeling
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Session application to real data in geostat

Objectives

At the end of this lecture, the student should have acquired the 
following skills, as well theoretically than practically with the R 
statistical Software.

1)    Time series

* Estimate or eliminate the trend and/or the seasonality 
of a time series
* Study the stationnarity of a time series
* Calculate and estimate the autocorrelogram and 
the autocorrelograms (total and partial) of a stationary 
process
* Study and/or adjust an ARMA (or ARIMA) model on a 
stationary time series
* Carry an optimal linear forecast of an ARMA process

2)    Gaussian processes

* Know the fundamental properties of Gaussian 
processes
* Be able to characterize a Gaussian process through its 
covariance function
* Be able to use Gaussian Processes for modeling real 
life situations.

Pre-requisites

1)    Time series :

Probability and Statistics (MIC2) [ I2MIMT31]

Statistics (MIC3) [ I3MIMT05]

Probability and Inferential Statistics (I4MMMT21)

Statistical modelling

2)    Gaussian processes :

Advanced probabilities: martingales, stochastic algorithms 
and Montecarlo methods [ I4MAOPPS21]

Markov chains.

Integration and probabilities.

Knowledge check

How do you assess that the objectives have been reached?

Two hand written exams for Time series part and one for 
Gaussian processes part

How does your assessment system help the student to reach 
the objectives?

For each skill, an evaluation will be given on top of the overall 
grade which will be both expressed using the A, B, C, D system 
already used at INSA Toulouse, and which enables one to 
appraise his understanding of the skill under interest.

Useful info

Contacts

Education manager
JEAN YVES DAUXOIS
 dauxois@insa-toulouse.fr
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https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/en/formation/ingenieur/nouvelle-page/sciences-technologies-health-STS/engineer-background-FI/engineer-insa-toulouse-program-program1-frsiretnullpri1an000-en/probability-and-statistics-I2MIMT31.html
https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/en/formation/ingenieur/nouvelle-page/sciences-technologies-health-STS/engineer-background-FI/engineer-insa-toulouse-program-program1-frsiretnullpri1an000-en/statistics-I3MIMT41.html
https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/en/formation/ingenieur/nouvelle-page/sciences-technologies-health-STS/engineer-background-FI/applied-mathematics-program-program1-frsiretnullpri5mm000-en/advanced-probability-and-monte-carlo-methods-I4MAOPPA11.html


Place

 Toulouse
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